The accuracy and reproducibility of SPECT target volumes and activities estimated using an iterative adaptive thresholding technique.
Our aim was to design a practical and reproducible image segmentation method for calculations of total absorbed doses in organs and tumours for internally delivered radioisotopes. We have built upon our previously proposed use of two separate thresholds and employed an iterative technique for semiautomatic selection of background regions for segmenting an object of interest using thresholds that depend on the source-to-background ratio of activity concentrations. The parameters of curves relating volume and activity thresholds to source-to-background ratio were established using phantoms with 20 different inserts. The accuracy of our technique was validated using a second phantom experiment, whereas the reproducibility of volume, activity and dose estimates of organs and tumours was investigated using 13 patient studies. The accuracy and reproducibility of segmentations achieved were assessed using images reconstructed with three different methods that ranged from a standard clinical reconstruction to an advanced quantitative reconstruction approach. In the validation phantom experiment, bottle volumes and activities measured using iterative adaptive thresholding agreed on average with the true values to within 4%, regardless of the reconstruction method used. In the patient studies, volumes and activities estimated from the single-photon emission computed tomography images reconstructed with clinical software agreed with the volumes and activities estimated using the advanced reconstruction approach to within 6%, whereas the corresponding doses agreed to within 4%. The proposed iterative adaptive thresholding technique can accurately determine object volume and activity, which allows standard clinical reconstructions to generate absorbed dose estimates that are similar to those values obtained using more advanced reconstruction methods.